In Hardware We Trust?: Gains and Pains of Hardware-assisted Security

ABSTRACT

After years of research in hardware security, we are still missing adequate solutions to protect modern computing platforms. Deployed hardware solutions like Physical unclonable functions (PUFs), Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs), and Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are lacking widespread usage, or have been successfully attacked. Additionally, we are witnessing a paradigm shift towards cross-layer attacks, hardware vulnerabilities from software, making hardware vulnerabilities remotely exploitable. Recent attacks like CLKS crew, Meltdown, and Spectre, have demonstrate that even systems with advanced defenses such as Control Flow Integrity (CFI) are affected by this new class of attacks.

In this talk we will discuss the impact of deployed hardware-assisted security solutions, their strengths and shortcomings, as well as new research directions on enhancing trust in hardware through new security architectures in particular based on Open Source Hardware such as RISC-V.
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